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For people with an eye for detail and a pride in their work, pen marking may be the perfect hobby for
you.  Pen making kits are available to help pen makers create a unique pen.  Using pen making kits,
your handcrafted pen can be created within an hour.  Handmade pens make wonderful gifts for
family and friends and are ideal for use at work or at home. 

Pen making kits contain all the parts needed to be make your handmade pen, although you may
need to purchase the wood separately.  Typically in pen making kits you should expect to find tubes,
clips, mechanisms, ink cartridges and nibs â€“ everything you need to start creating a pen.  Pen
making kits may contain a finish which is used instead of a wood finish.  A plastic finish can feature
colourful designs and patterns to make your pen stand out.  When choosing pen making kits make
sure you know beforehand whether you want to craft the wood for a wooden finish or whether you
want pen making kits to contain a pre-made finish. 

So, what tools do you need to start making your own wood based pens?  To use your pen making
kits, you will normally require a mandrel which is pen turning tool.  A mandrel helps to shape the
wood which will form the basis of your pen and into which all the parts of your pen making kits will
fit.  A mandrel is used alongside a lathe.  When using pen making kits youâ€™ll also need to purchase a
bushing set which again are part of the pen turning process.  A drill bit is also essential when using
pen making kits.  Speak to the supplier of pen making kits to find out what size drill bit should be
purchased.

For an impressive range of pen making kits visit Mrwoodturner.co.za.  With premium and high end
pen kits through to economy kits, they have pen making kits for all skill levels.  They also stock a
wide range of tools and accessories needed in the pen making process including bushings and
mandrels.  Refills can also be purchased from Mrwoodturners.co.za, and their competitive prices
and high quality products means they should be your first choice for Pen making kits.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
Pen making kits from mrwoodturner.co.za are seen as an essential piece of equipment as they
operate so productively and proficiently. We have the most comprehensive assortment of pen
turning items.
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